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Discover the secrets of SPELLING BEE CHAMPIONS and you can raise your spelling grades the

very next week! Book includes FREE Spelling Workbook too! Imagine your SPELLING POWER with

this proven, easy-to-use spelling program. Spelling Made Easy is part of the Instant Learning series

by best selling author Pat Wyman which includes, Vocabulary Made Easy:Learn Your Words in Half

the Time (ASIN B00CIH36IG); Math Facts Made Easy, ( B00D4R7YCI ) Amazing Grades and

others. Email us from the HowtoLearn.com website for a FREE VIDEO COURSE on this Spelling

Made Easy Book!From the reviewers:"As a medical doctor, I often have parents asking me for

ADHD medication for their children because they difficulty in spelling and teachers have thought the

child might have ADHD. Instead of prescribing medication, I have them read this Spelling Made

Easy: Learn Your Words in Half the Time book first.Almost exclusively, these patients come back

with A+ spelling grades and what parents and teachers thought looked like ADHD, was really not

understanding a learning styles strategy for spelling."Stephen Guffanti, M.D.;

ADHDorActiveChild.com"Thanks to the strategies in this book, my daughter went from an 'F' to an

'A' in spelling." Ann Langley, Ph.D."Around second grade we began spelling. For my oldest, this has

been quite a challenge. She can write her words over and over nightly with no results. I have tried

word searches and crosswords, still with little results. With this product, she has aced her spelling

with an all new confidence. I would recommend this product to anyone who has a child with less

than perfect spelling abilities." Sarah from homemadememories-homeschooling.comDo you ever

wonder why some people write their words down 10 times each, practice them aloud the morning of

the test, then forget how to spell them during the test? Do spelling tests ever make you anxious?

Here is the solution to spelling success and as one reviewer says, "The strategies in the book

helped my daughter go from F's to A's in spelling."People who write their words down 10 times each

and use them in sentences, then forget them during the test have this challenge because they do

not know the visual learning (picture) strategy that A+ spellers use naturally. Spelling Made Easy

gives you the specific strategy that great spellers always use. Since the best spellers see images of

the words in their minds, they have access to very quick recall of the words they need to know.

Great spellers don't rely on phonics because so many words are not spelled as they sound. Once

you have this Spelling Made Easy Success System, you will be able to see the words in your mind

too.This book helps every child with spelling and also has a very positive impact on people with

learning differences like dyslexia and ADHD as well. Sometimes. a parent or a teacher think their

child has ADHD when it's actually because they don't know the best learning strategy to master a

subject. When you use the Spelling Made Easy Success System, you not only cut your learning



time dramatically but have a proven way to quickly recall your spelling words for the test and in your

writing.Spelling Made Easy is part of the Instant Learning Series of books by Pat Wyman and

HowToLearn.com. Be sure and look for upcoming titles such as Math Facts Made Easy: Learn

Addition and Subtraction in Half the Time; Math Facts Made Easy: Learn Multiplication and Division

in Half the Time and Vocabulary Made Easy and more...
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I am a visual learner, but I would have been unable to describe HOW I am a visual learner. My boys

are both Auditory lerners. This simple technique will work for them. I practiced with my Auditory

husbnd this afternoon and saw instnt results. We took the Learning Styles Quiz that is linked in the

ebook for free with my oldest son and it was spot on. I learned some simle to implement ideas - I will

be using them on Monday. I can see that the ideas given in the book will definately work. Thanks.I

was offered free download of the book Spelling Made Easy from Pat Wyman at HowToLearn.com

as part of being a Homeschool.com Product Tester. My opinion and experience are my own.



Being the homeschooling mother of two children with autism, I am always searching for ways to

help them learn and retain information. With autism, my children are generally visual learners but

they tend to learn only what is of interest to them and tune out everything else. Because language is

such a hard concept for them in general, having tips on how to reach their visual mental

chalkboards was very helpful. Of course we try to expand their understandings beyond simple visual

learning but we have to reach them first. The informtion in this book was very clear and easy to

read. It was also short enough to read in one night. I would recommend this to anyone who is trying

to find creative ways to educate their children.

AWESOME! The book is easy to read, easy to implement, and EFFECTIVE!!!! My son was really

struggling with his spelling to the point he was anxious at school and his self esteem was

plummeting. I took the learning styles test referenced, and my visual learner "got it" using the

techniques so expertly explained. One review complained about the book not being long enough, I

AM TRILLED IT is to the point and not bogged down with useless information. This is a godsend!

Wish MY MOM had to chance to buy it when I was a child. As a visual learner myself, I know the

pain of "not feeling smart" when it came to spelling. The fact that spelling did not come easy for me

affected my self esteem tremendously. I can save my son from this pain! He knows his learning

style and how to use these brilliant tips to help him excel. If you are reading this review, there is a

child you are trying to help. So by all means....... BUY THE BOOK! I can not wait for Math Facts

Made Easy and the other books by Pat Wyman. Watch out for them! Lets help our kids LEARN

HOW TO LEARN!!!

I have just decided to homeschool my kids, and my son who is almost 4 is already reading some

words. After reading this book, I know he will be able to process more words quicker than before. I

never would have thought to teach him to visualize it in his mind like a photo, even though that's

what I do when I'm spelling all the time. Nice, creative way to help anyone learn how to spell!

Any parent or teacher who wants their child/students to do exceptionally well in spelling needs this

book.The strategies inside:1) show your child "how to learn" and not just what to learn which

obviously creates a life-long learner who knows how to spell not just for a test but in their writing

too2) reveal a visual learning strategy that precisely matches how kids are tested on written tests so

this helps your child in every subject - not just spelling3) gives you a way to quickly raise your child's

self-esteem. Kids who struggle with poor grades in any subject begin to think they are "dumb" or not



smart and this has nothing to do with their intelligence.Pat Wyman is a learning expert whose books

have already helped millions of students around the world. I've read them all.I recommend this

Spelling Made Easy book, along with her upcoming titles including Math Facts Made Easy,

Vocabulary Made Easy, Learning Styles Made Easy and every other book she writes.When your

child succeeds your home is more peaceful, your child becomes a more curious learner, and it

encourages passion about new learning too. That is why this book is so important -it's more than

just about spelling - it's about your child's way of being - helping them discover new ways they can

feel positive about their learning abilities in every subject.

As a University Professor I read this book and knew that every teacher in our program should use it

to help their students achieve top grades in spelling.Wyman's many best selling books are

well-known, proven, and highly respected. Wyman, too, is a college professor who teaches

teachers. She writes this book in a way that any busy parent or educator can easily assimilate and

use the information to help a child succeed in spelling.Use this book to ensure that your child or

student achieves high marks in spelling and what you will also find is that their belief in themselves

to succeed in other areas will improve at the same time.I personally thank Pat Wyman for bringing

this useable information to us. And it costs less than a trip for a coffee and muffin! How much better

does it get?Don't even think twice about buying this book and using it right away. I recommend it to

ALL teachers and parents and to every parent who needs a specific set of strategies to help his/her

child succeed in spelling and in school.

I enjoyed reading Spelling Made Easy. I already use most of the ideas the book suggests. I just

have not used them all together. I have tried the up to the left tip, it works... We also use the take a

picture and make a camera click sound... we also know about playing with words and decorating

them or making pictures out of them. I have been doing these things occasionally, but I can see how

much more effective it will be to use them all together. I plan to use the suggestions and get out the

colorful markers, shorten the spelling list and take the time to make the words into mental pictures...

I know that it will help my 4 homeschoolers get it! Sometimes we write the words we are working on

in colored chalk on the trampoline. Then I read the word cards and they have to jump up high to see

them all and then swat the correct word with a clean fly swatter. That helps my active boys

remember the words better too.
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